Optical Imaging of Visual Cortical Responses Evoked by Transcorneal Electrical Stimulation With Different Parameters
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PURPOSE. The use of phosphenes evoked by transcorneal electrical stimulation (TcES) has been proposed as a means of residual visual function evaluation and candidate selection before implantation of retinal prostheses. Compared to the subjective measures, measurement of neuronal activity in visual cortex can objectively and quantitatively explore their response properties to electrical stimulation. The purpose of this study was to investigate systematically the properties of cortical responses evoked by TcES.

METHODS. The visual cortical responses were recorded using a multiwavelength optical imaging of intrinsic signals (OIS) combining with electrophysiological recording by a multichannel electrode array. The effects of different parameters of TcES on cortical responses, including the changes of hemoglobin oxygenation and cerebral blood volume, were examined.

RESULTS. We found consistent OIS activation regions in visual cortex after TcES, which also showed strong evoked field potentials according to electrophysiological results. The OIS response regions were located mainly in cortical areas representing peripheral visual field. The extent of activation areas and strength of intrinsic signals were increased with higher current intensities and longer pulse widths, and the largest responses were acquired in the frequency range 10 to 20 Hz.

CONCLUSIONS. Use of TcES through the ERG-jet corneal electrode may preferentially activate peripheral retina. Revealing the hemodynamic changes in visual cortex occurred after electrical stimulation can contribute to comprehension of neurophysiological underpinnings underlying prosthetic vision. This study provided an objective foundation for optimizing parameters of TcES and would bring considerable benefits in the application of TcES for assessment and screening in patients.
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Visual prostheses aim to elicit phosphenes by electrically stimulating different locations along the visual pathway and offer a potential therapeutic option for restoring functional vision for patients suffering from retinal degeneration.1 At present, retinal prostheses have been demonstrated to be most promising approaches and the Argus II epiretinal prosthesis had been approved by European CE and the United States Food and Drug Administration for treating severe retinitis pigmentosa (RP) patients.2 As retinal prostheses have been applied in clinical practice, the need for preimplantation selection is becoming increasingly important to define an effective rehabilitative strategy and promote rehabilitative success.3

Potts et al.4 have demonstrated that transcorneal electrical stimulation (TcES) can evoke phosphenes and electrically evoked responses from the occipital lobe. Some studies have indicated that TcES mainly activates the inner retinal neurons that are located more proximal than the photoreceptors.5,6 Miyake et al.7,8 have tried to use this technique for clinical diagnosis and evaluation of inner retinal function in patients with retinal diseases. Besides, TcES has become a potential tool to treat visual system disease in clinical practice because of the neuroprotective effects of electrical stimulation, such as improving retinal function in eyes with longstanding retinal artery occlusion,9,10 protecting retinal neurons against ocular ischemia,11 rescuing the axotomized retinal ganglion cells,12 restoring the functional impairment of optic nerve injury,13 and promoting photoreceptor survival after light injury.14 With the development of retinal prostheses, the use of retinal-induced phosphenes evoked by TcES has been introduced to assess partially residual retinal function.15-17 Moreover, Xie et al.18 demonstrated that the retinotopic organization of primary visual cortex still is maintained in retina degeneration patients despite prolonged visual loss by using TcES. Therefore, TcES can be used to provide some indication of the retinocortical visual pathway function and preoperatively select suitable candidates for clinical trials. Although subjective measures have
a vital role in evaluation of residual visual function and candidate selection, objective measures also are essential. Measurement of neuronal activity in the central nervous system can objectively and quantitatively study the response properties to electrical stimulation, and thereby provide useful insights into neurophysiological mechanisms of visual prostheses.

Optical imaging of intrinsic signals (OIS) can monitor changes of brain activity at micron resolution and objectively reveal relatively large cortical areas. It has been used to estimate visual spatial resolution of cortical responses evoked by electrical stimulation of the retina.22.23 Cloherty et al.22 verified that localized activation of the cortex consistent with focal activation of the retina could be elicited by suprachoroidal electrical stimulation. Furthermore, Wong et al.23 indicated that OIS was effective in imaging electrically evoked responses in the visual cortex, and could be used to improve implant designs and stimulation techniques for retinal prostheses. However, a more systematic study of the effect of electrical stimulation on the cortical responses based on OIS is needed.

The purpose of this study was to investigate the properties of cortical responses evoked by electrical stimulation of the retina. We used a multiwavelength OIS to record simultaneously the hemoglobin oxygenation changes and cerebral blood volume changes accompanying local neuronal activity. An ERG-jet corneal electrode placed on the stimulating eye was used to deliver different electrical stimuli with varied frequencies, pulse widths, and current intensities. Subdural evoked field potentials (EFPs) responding to TeES also were recorded for comparison from the imaging regions of visual cortex.

METHODS

The methods of animal preparation and electrophysiological recording from visual cortex in cats have been described previously by Lu et al.24 and are summarized briefly here.

Animal Preparation

We used 13 healthy adult cats (Fengxian, Shanghai, China) weighing between 2.0 and 3.0 kg in the experiments. All experimental procedures conformed to the guidelines of the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals issued by the National Institutes of Health (NIH) and the ARVO Statement for the Use of Animals in Ophthalmic and Vision Research, and were approved by the Ethics Committee of Shanghai Jiao Tong University. Initial anesthesia was induced with ketamine hydrochloride (20 mg/kg, intramuscularly), then atropine sulfate (0.15 mg/kg) and dexamethasone (25 mg/kg) were administered intramuscularly to reduce salivation and cerebral edema. The cats were ventilated artificially by a pulmonary pump (Model 3000; Matrx, New York, NY, USA) and anesthetized with isoflurane (2%-3% during surgery, 1%-1.5% during recording). To maintain muscle relaxation and nutrition supply, a mixture of gallamine triethiodide (10 mg/kg/h) and glucose (24 mg/kg/h) was infused continuously intravenously.

Temperature of the animal was kept at approximately 38°C. A screw electrode fixed to forehead skull was used as reference electrode. An epidural electrode placed on the stimulating eye was used to measure the amplitudes of cortical responses evoked by electrical stimulation. The interelectrode space is 1.6 mm, ML 0.5–6 mm. Dura of cerebral cortex after the optical imaging. The interelectrode space is 1.6 mm (medial-lateral direction) × 1.2 mm (anterior-posterior direction), and the diameter of each silver-ball electrode is approximately 0.5 mm. The impedance of each electrode was measured by a Precision LCR Meter (E4980A; Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA) under 100 mA, 1 kHz sinusoidal current and ranged from 500 to 800 Ω. A screw electrode fixed to forehead skull was used as reference electrode and a stainless steel needle inserted into the ear tip as ground electrode.

Visual and Transcorneal Electrical Stimulation

Visual stimuli were generated by the user-defined MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) program based on Psychtoolbox-3 and displayed on a gamma-corrected cathode ray tube (CRT) monitor (Dell P1130, 1280 × 960 pixels, 100 Hz; Dell, Round Rock, TX, USA) placed at 28.5 cm in front of the eyes. To obtain cortical orientation preference maps, the cats were stimulated binocularly with full-screen square-wave drifting gratings. The presented gratings involved 8 orientations (0°, 22.5°, 45°, 67.5°, 90°, 112.5°, 135°, 157.5°) and two spatial frequencies (0.58 and 0.14 cycles/deg [cpd]), which moved back and forth at a speed of 2 cycles/s (cps). The contrast of gratings was 100% with mean luminance of 30 cd/m².

Optical Imaging of Intrinsic Signals

Optical signals were acquired with a CCD camera (Dalsa 1M60, resolution 1024 × 1024 pixels; Dalsa Corporation, Waterloo, Canada), which is similar to those used by Pan et al.25 The light from a halogen lamp was band-pass filtered (Lambda DG-4; Sutter Instruments, Novato, CA, USA) under 100 nA, 1 kHz sinusoidal current and ranged from 500 to 800 Ω. A screw electrode fixed to forehead skull was used as reference electrode and a stainless steel needle inserted into the ear tip as ground electrode.
stimuli were presented continuously for 4 seconds, with an interstimulus interval (ISI) of 20 seconds using blank at mean luminance. Each block consisted of 8 different oriented gratings at the same spatial frequency followed by a blank trial appeared for 8 times. Totally, 16 to 20 blocks (one half for 0.58 cpd, the other half for 0.14 cpd) were completed in one experiment. The range of visual field elevation (from ~20° above to 4° below the horizontal meridian) was much wider than that of azimuth (~5° close to the vertical meridian) in our imaging regions. Hence, we only used continuous-periodic stimuli horizontally oriented combined with a continuous acquisition paradigm to obtain the retinotopic elevation map. The right eye of the cat was first stimulated with a horizontal bar (2° × 80°) drifting continuously in one direction for 48 cycles at a speed of 6°/s. Then, the stimulus bar drifted in the opposite direction for another 48 cycles.

A contact lens electrode (ERG-jet; CareFusion, Middleton, WI, USA) placed on the cornea surface of the right eye was used for TcES. Hydroxyethylcellulose gel (1.3%) was applied to protect the cornea, and keep good conductivity between the electrode and the cornea. A stainless steel needle inserted into the dorsal neck muscle ipsilateral to the stimulated eye was used as the return electrode. Biphasic charge-balanced rectangular cathode-first current pulses were generated by an isolated and programmable stimulating system (MS16; Tucker-Davis Technologies).

In optical imaging experiment, TcES was applied continuously for 2 seconds, with an ISI of 20 seconds in each trial. While changing electrical stimulation frequency, current intensity was set at 1.2 mA. To keep the total injected current charge constant, pulse width of the stimulation varied from 40 to 2 ms with stimulation frequency changing from 5 to 100 Hz. The following frequencies were used: 5, 10, 15, 20, 40, 60, 80, and 100 Hz, while the corresponding pulse widths per phase were: 40, 20, 13.3, 10, 5, 3.3, 2.5, and 2 ms. In the experiments studying effects of different stimulation pulse widths and current intensities, we keep stimulation frequency at 20 Hz, and used current intensities of 0.24, 0.36, 0.6, 0.84, 1, 1.2, 1.68, 2.16, and 2.64 mA with 10 ms pulse width per phase, and pulse widths per phase of 2, 3, 5, 7, 10, 14, 18, and 22 ms with 1.2 mA intensity. Each block consisted of 8 different stimulus conditions followed by a blank trial repeated for 8 times. Totally, 16 to 20 blocks were finished for each experiment. In the electrophysiological experiment, shorter stimulation pulse width of 2 ms (frequency, 20 Hz; current intensity, 1.2 mA; stimulation duration, 2 seconds; ISI, 5 seconds) was used to reduce the artifact of electrical stimulation.

Data Analysis

All data analysis was performed using the user-defined MATLAB program. To minimize biological slow noise and correct uneven illumination, a map of light reflectance change (dR/R) was obtained by subtracting and dividing blank image pair data, and Mann–Whitney and Kruskal–Wallis tests were immediately followed negative peak. The EFP magnitude was determined as the averaged across 50 consecutive trials and filtered by a moving window of 1 ms. The EFP magnitude was determined as the amplitude of response by 50%, and n is the Hill coefficient.

For electrophysiological recording, trains of EFPs were averaged across 50 consecutive trials and filtered by a moving window of 1 ms. The EFP magnitude was determined as the amplitude difference between the first positive peak and the immediately followed negative peak.

For statistical analyses, Wilcoxon test was used for matched-pair data, and Mann–Whitney and Kruskal–Wallis tests were used for comparing independent data between two or more than two groups. P < 0.05 was considered statistically significant for all the tests.

RESULTS

Spatiotemporal Patterns of Visual Cortical Responses Evoked by TcES

Figure 1A displays the evolution of optical responses to TcES as a sequence of 250-ms images. After stimulus onset, oximetric (610- and 630-nm response) signals had initial decreases shown
as pixels darkening in visual cortex, followed by a strong brightening, then a second darkening, and returned to baseline. In the volumetric (530-nm response) signal, a darkening area also appeared in visual cortex, and subsequently faded away. These spatial patterns of activation by TcES were observed in all 13 cats, which mainly located at area 18 according to the area 17/18 border (Fig. 1C).

To quantitatively compare properties of the volumetric and oximetric responses in 13 cats, temporal profiles of volumetric and oximetric signal changes averaged across 13 cats are shown in Figure 1B. Monophasic volumetric signal had a robust decrease peaked at 3.1 seconds (dR/R/C0 1.04% 6 0.12%) and gradually returned to baseline with some small fluctuations (Fig. 1B), whereas the oximetric signal at 610 nm was triphasic. It decreased after stimulus onset until 2.0 seconds (dR/R = −0.09 ± 0.01%) followed by a large rebound peaked at 4.6 seconds, then a delayed undershoot (secondary darkening, Fig. 1B). The peak response of volumetric signal was much higher than that of oximetric signal at 610 nm (∼1.04% vs. −0.09%) and 630 nm (∼1.04% vs. −0.04%) with identical response latencies. The SNR of the volumetric signal also was significantly larger than that of the oximetric signal (74.6 6 10.5 vs. 20.3 6 2.6 and 12.7 6 1.8; Wilcoxon test, P < 0.0005, n = 13). The signal at 630 nm had a similar time course, but smaller magnitude. Moreover, the SNR of the 610-nm response was significantly higher than that of the 650-nm response (20.3

**Figure 1.** Spatiotemporal properties of cortical activation by TcES (stimulus duration, 2 seconds; frequency, 20 Hz; current intensity, 1.2 mA; pulse width, 10 ms). (A) High-resolution imaging of evoked cortical intrinsic signals under 530- (green panel), 610- (orange panel), and 630-nm (red panel) illumination, respectively. Data were averaged across 160 trials from one cat. Stimulus started at 0 seconds and lasted for 2 seconds. Pink box indicates ROI located at the activation regions for subsequent analysis. Color bars at the bottom represent reflectance change. (B) Temporal profiles of volumetric and oximetric signal changes averaged across 13 cats. Black bar denotes the stimulus duration (2 seconds). Error bars show the SEM. (C) The top map represents blood vessel map of cortical surface obtained at 530 nm. The middle and bottom maps represent differential orientation maps (0°−90°) to gratings with spatial frequency of 0.58 and 0.14 cpd. Vertical and oblique lines in (A, C) indicate the Horsley–Clarke coordinates AP0 and approximate area 17/18 border, respectively, which also shown in Figures 2 to 5 and 7. The area 17/18 border was obtained by subtracting the single-condition map elicited by a spatial frequency 0.58 cpd grating from the map by 0.14 cpd.30 Scale bar: 2 mm. P, posterior; M, medial.
Effect of Changes in TcES Frequency

We investigated the effect of different TcES parameters on cortical responses. In single-condition maps to different TcES frequencies with current intensity of 1.2 mA, response regions were found mainly located in the anterior part of the craniotomy in area 18 (Fig. 2A). Spatial extent of activation areas as a \( P \) value map was displayed paired with a relevant single-condition map. Activated areas by low- (from 5–40 Hz) frequency stimuli obviously was larger than that by high- (from 60–100 Hz) frequency (Fig. 2B).

Time course of volumetric signal to TcES below 60 Hz in Figure 2C was almost the same, which had large declines (also shown in Fig. 1B). Similarly, all oximetric responses to stimuli from 5 to 40 Hz had pronounced initial dips. Volumetric and oximetric responses to high-frequency stimuli had much weaker and slightly earlier initial decreases (Fig. 2C; magnified view Fig. 2D). We used the valley values of initial decreases as indicators of response strength to TcES for different parameters, such as frequency, pulse width, and current intensity. The mean response amplitudes as a function of TcES frequencies are plotted and fitted with a Gaussian function in Figure 2E. The mean fitted preferred stimulus frequency (\( \mu \)) from 5 cats was 19.9 ± 1.0 Hz (min, 17.0 Hz; max, 23.3 Hz) for the volumetric response and 19.5 ± 0.8 Hz (min, 17.2 Hz; max, 21.5 Hz) for the oximetric response. No significant differences were found between the mean response magnitude at 10, 15, and 20 Hz (Kruskal–Wallis test, oximetric, \( P > 0.87 \); volumetric, \( P > 0.91 \); \( n = 5 \)).
Since the differences between optical responses evoked by low- and high-frequency stimuli, we compared the spatiotemporal patterns of cortical responses to 40 and 60 Hz TcES (Fig. 3). To increase the detail, the time intervals of adjacent images were not always equal. As shown in the 530 nm panel, after 40 Hz TcES, a darkening area appeared, with the magnitude of response reached to the maximum at approximately 2.75 to 3 seconds, and subsequently slowly returned to baseline. However, the response to 60 Hz TcES achieved maximum at approximately 1.75 to 2 seconds. We can see clearly that the magnitude of response evoked by frequency of 60 Hz was much smaller than that evoked by frequency of 40 Hz. In the 610 nm panel, after 40 Hz TcES, a darkening area appeared (i.e., 610 nm initial dip), the dip had a rapid increase up to a maximum value at approximately 1.5 to 2 seconds, then followed by a strong brightening, and then a second darkening, and eventually returned to baseline, while the initial dip evoked by 60 Hz TcES reached to the maximum at approximately 1.25 to 1.75 seconds. The magnitude of response to 60 Hz TcES also was much smaller compared to that to 60 Hz TcES.

**Effect of Changes in Stimulus Pulse Width**

Effect of stimulus pulse widths ranging from 2 to 22 ms at 20 Hz and 1.2 mA on cortical OIS responses are shown in Figure 4. The significantly activated pixels mainly distributed in area 18; however, the activation area gradually extended to the 17/18 border while increasing pulse widths (Fig. 4A). The areas evoked by TcES dramatically enlarged with the pulse width increasing to 18 ms, then began to saturate (Fig. 4B).

The time courses of 530- and 610-nm responses (Fig. 4C) to short pulse width stimuli (2 and 3 ms) also showed weak response and phase advance as reported in response to high-frequency stimuli (Fig. 2C). In the volumetric and oximetric signals to different stimulus pulse widths, the mean reflectance changes to pulse width below 10 ms moved up sharply, then had a tendency to saturation. From Hill function–fitted curves, the pulse width to elicit half maximum response was estimated between 6.8 and 8.1 ms (Fig. 4D). Therefore, the effective TcES pulse width to evoke robust cortical OIS responses should be longer than 8 ms.

**Effect of Changes in Stimulus Current Intensity**

We measured the effect of various stimulus current intensities on cortical responses, with 20-Hz TcES frequency and 10-ms pulse width. The activating pixels in single-condition and P value maps were observed mainly in area 18, and more areas near the 17/18 border were activated while the current intensities increasing (Fig. 5A). The areas activated by TcES
expanded with the increment of current intensities, then saturated (Fig. 5B).

No phase advance was observed in the time courses of 530- and 610-nm responses in Figure 5C. From the Hill function–fitted curves, the current intensity evoking half-peak OIS response was estimated between 0.40 and 0.42 mA (Fig. 5D). Therefore, the threshold of current intensity for TcES was approximately 0.4 mA.

**Effect of Stimulus Electric Charge**

To compare the effect of electric charge/phase (i.e., the amplitude of pulse width × current intensity) on optical responses to 20 Hz TcES, electric charge-dependent response curves are shown in Figure 6. For each animal, the optical responses to different stimulus pulse widths and current intensities were normalized by the signal in response to electrical stimulation at 1.2-mA current intensity and 10-ms pulse width. Normalized amplitudes of volumetric and oximetric signals became stronger while increasing the electric charge of TcES. Under the same amount of charge injection, we compared the difference of effect on the normalized optical responses between increase in pulse width and increase in current intensity. We found that TcES below 12 μC/phase with longer pulse widths and smaller current intensities could elicit significant stronger responses (Mann–Whitney test, P < 0.05). Therefore, the effect of TcES pulse width on OIS responses were more prominent.

**Electrophysiological Recording**

We recorded subdural EFPs to investigate relationship between the OIS response pattern and neural activities at the same cortical areas evoked by TcES with the identical stimulus parameters. Figure 7 displays an example of comparison of optical and electrophysiological recording in response to TcES (stimulus duration, 2 seconds; frequency, 20 Hz; current intensity, 1.2 mA; pulse width, 2 ms). The curved contour line in Figure 7A indicates 65% of maximum reflectance change in the optical map. Figure 7B illustrates the recording of cortical positions of electrode array and optical imaging. The retinotopic elevation map shown in Figure 7C is similar to the result mapped electrophysiologically by Tusa et al.27,28

The OIS response regions were located mainly in the anterior part of area 18, which represents the peripheral of lower visual field. The mean visual field elevation of the maximum OIS response from 3 cats was $-16° ± 3°$ (min, $-13°$; max, $-20°$). Summed EFPs were considered as measurement of total neuronal
activity evoked by the stimulus. Therefore, we calculated \( R_EFP \) by averaging 40 amplitudes of all the EFPs within a 2-second stimulation trial (stimulation frequency, 20 Hz) for each channel. To directly compare the optical and electrophysiological signals in response to TcES, we then divided the optical map into 40 subregions corresponding to positions of 4 electrodes, and averaged the reflectance change over all of the pixels within each subregion. The scatter plot (Fig. 7E) showed

**Figure 5.** Effect of stimulus current intensity on cortical OIS responses. (A) Optical maps and corresponding \( P \) value maps of 610-nm activation evoked by various stimulus current intensities. (B) Areas of statistically significant pixels \((P < 0.01)\) in each \( P \) value map against stimulus current intensities \((n = 6)\). (C) Time courses of volumetric and oximetric signal changes evoked by stimuli of different current intensities. (D) Magnitudes of the initial optical signal decreases varied with different stimulus current intensities. Data were averaged over all of the pixels within selected ROIs across six cats. Error bars indicate SEM.

**Figure 6.** Comparison of OIS responses increased with different pulse widths and current intensities of TcES under same amount of electric charge at 20 Hz. (A) Comparison of volumetric responses. (B) Comparison of oximetric responses. Data were normalized to evoked optical signals by TcES at 1.2-mA current intensity, 10-ms pulse width, and averaged across animals \((n = 6\) for current intensity, \(n = 7\) for pulse width). *Significantly different normalized response (Mann–Whitney test, \(P < 0.05\)). Error bars indicate SE.
a significant correlation ($r = -0.84, P < 0.0001$) between the amplitudes of ΣEFP and the corresponding mean reflectance changes in OIS map. The spatial distribution of ΣEFP is shown as a color-coded map of ΣEFP amplitudes recorded by 40 electrodes in Figure 7D. The EFP waveform recorded by an electrode within the response regions is shown as an inset. The regions with strong neuronal response were located primarily at cortical areas representing the peripheral visual field and they were well-matched with the response regions in the optical map.

**DISCUSSION**

The OIS has been used widely as a powerful tool for functionally characterizing naturally or electrically evoked response properties across sensory cortices. Nonetheless, to our knowledge the optical responses in visual cortices evoked by TcES have never been investigated systematically. This study was done to investigate the spatiotemporal properties of cortical responses to TcES with OIS in cat experiments. The effects of different stimulus parameters on cortical responses were researched by manipulating stimulus frequency, pulse width, and current intensity. The EFPs in visual cortex also were recorded and the response regions detected by OIS exhibited strong neural responses.

We used the initial dip of 610-nm response, which was considered as the most specific measure of neuronal activity, to identify and localize the activation regions of the visual cortex. According to the stereotactic coordinates, our retinotopic map for elevation was similar to the retinotopic organization of visual cortex determined using electrophysiological mapping techniques by Tusa et al. A small portion of area 17 in cats, which corresponds to roughly 5° around the central visual field, is exposed for our optical imaging. According to our results, the response regions of contralateral hemisphere evoked by TcES through ERG-jet contact lens electrodes were located mainly in the anterior part of the craniotomy in area 18. Activation of the anterior part of craniotomy in area 18, which represents the periphery of the lower right visual field, should correspond to the peripheral electrical stimulation of superior nasal retina as reported by Tusa et al. The presence of OIS response in the anterior part of craniotomy in area 18 and absence of response in the exposed area 17 implied that ERG-jet stimulation largely acts on cells in the peripheral rather than central retina. The optical response was observed rarely in the posterior part of area 18 in our imaging region, which roughly represents the central 5° of the visual field. However, with the increment of current intensity or pulse width, we noticed that the response regions gradually extended to the intersection of the 17/18 border and AP0, which was close to the cortical representation of the area centralis. This indicated that more central retinal neurons were activated with the increment of TcES electric charge. Consistent with the optical imaging, much stronger EFPs response could be observed in the OIS response regions than the neighboring regions. We concluded that ERG-jet stimulation with return electrode on the ipsilateral dorsal neck muscle primarily activates the peripheral retina. This result was in agreement with a previous report that the peripheral retina is stimulated more strongly than the central retina by TcES. Support for this view also can be found in a study on human in combination with positron emission tomography (PET) study and phosphene perception. They demonstrated that ERG-jet stimulation preferentially activated the peripheral nasal retina by employing TcES modeling predictions.

We investigated different TcES parameters to elicit cortical responses efficiently and reliably. Many research groups have used 20 Hz as the stimulation frequency for research fields involved the TcES. Retinal OIS signals elicited by transscleral electrical stimulation revealed that the maximal responses were obtained when the stimulus frequency was ranged from 15 to 20 Hz. A major objective of this study was to quantitatively determine the frequency dependence of evoked cortical responses. The frequency distribution of cortical response was shown unimodal and the maximal responses were acquired with stimulus frequency from 10 to 20 Hz. These results also were in agreement with findings of a study in humans showing the maximum pupillary reflex and the brightest phosphene were elicited by TcES with a frequency of approximately 20 Hz. In addition, blood flow increase at the optic nerve head induced by flicker stimulation visually evoked potentials, and psychophysical studies using flickering stimuli indicated maximal responses at approximately 20 Hz. In our studies, we found the phase advance accompanying extremely weak optical response evoked by high-frequency (60, 80, and 100 Hz) stimuli. The attenuation effect of higher stimulation frequency on hemodynamic response has been reported in the somatosensory cortex of the rat. The differences between hemodynamic responses at high and low frequency make us believe that stimulus frequency is an important influence factor. However, the differences in actual sites within retina activated by different stimulation frequency still are unknown. Freeman et al. measured the retinal cell response to sinusoidal electric stimulation of various frequencies in rabbits and their results
suggested that bipolar cells were activated preferentially at 25 Hz, while ganglion cells were activated at 100 Hz, which may contribute to these differences. Besides, in our experiments, the pulse width decreased from 40 to 2 ms with the frequency increasing from 5 to 100 Hz to keep the total injected charge constant. The effect of changes in pulse width of TcES on the retina (see below) also might influence the frequency-dependent response. As can be seen from Figure 4C, the phase advances accompanying extremely weak response at high frequency above 40 Hz appeared again in the shorter pulse width signals (especially at response to 2-ms electrical stimulation).

With 20-Hz frequency and 10-ms pulse width, Inomata et al. reported that retinal responses elicited by transscleral electrical stimulation were strong above 0.4 mA in monkeys. Miyake et al. found that the threshold current to evoke cortical potentials was 0.29 mA at 5-ms single pulse width in healthy individuals using a corneal contact electrode. Besides, Xie et al. reported that the average threshold current of contact lens electrode to elicit phosphenes was approximately 0.72 mA for five healthy individuals at 2 Hz with pulse width of 2 ms. These results were comparable to our threshold current of 0.4 mA at 10-ms pulse width and 20-Hz frequency. The variances may be due to differences in species, methods used for threshold determination, electrode type, and pulse width.

Our charge-response curves further showed that pulse width also is an important parameter. Under the same amount of charge injection (below 12 μC/phase), the longer pulse width stimulation can produce stronger response. In our work, to evoke intrinsic signals the efficient pulse width range was 10 to 15 ms (1.2 mA). We also found that more areas close to the 17/18 border can be evoked by longer pulse width stimulation, which suggested that the longer stimulus pulse width can activate the retinal cells at lower threshold of current intensity. In fact, several groups have demonstrated that the threshold to elicit phosphenes decreased with the increment of pulse width. This was consistent with our finding. We interpreted this finding in the context of the different inner retinal mechanisms engaged respectively by shorter and longer pulse width stimulation. The shorter pulse only evokes the action potentials in ganglion cells, whereas the longer pulse also acts on the retinal synaptic circuitry and can evoke sustained synaptic currents.

Preoperative evaluation of retinal and posterior visual pathway function is necessary before implantation of a retinal prosthesis. Noninvasive TcES already has been used as a screening tool to identify suitable recipients for the retinal prostheses. As TcES was used to evaluate visual function or to conduct a preoperative screening, the threshold of current intensity to generate phosphenes often is used as an assessment criterion. However, the threshold method in contact lens stimulation should be used carefully, because the threshold current in the central retina is much higher than the peripheral retina. A recent study in humans reported that the observed phosphenes sometimes were seen in the central visual field as current intensity increased. Morimoto et al. reported that phosphenes elicited by TcES was first perceived in the peripheral field at low current intensity and it spread into the center of the visual field with the increase in current intensity. Another study showed that TcES with ERG-jet electrode in normal individuals resulted in a semilunate, crescent-shaped phosphenes in the peripheral temporal visual field. We presumed that this phenomenon was caused by the electrical stimulation with short pulse width and low current intensity, and therefore, probably activated the peripheral retina. Relative to the peripheral retinal function, the central retina function assessed by TcES is even more important for retinal prosthesis, which should be implanted in macular area.

Appropriate selection of parameters for electrical stimulation will make the applications of retinal electrical stimulation more efficient. The results of this study provided an objective evaluation for the optimization of TcES parameters and would improve TcES performance on the assessment and screening in patients.

Normal sighted cats were used in our study instead of degenerated animal models. The ideal experimental design should use animal models with retinal degeneration, such as an animal model of RP. However, we believe that the efficient TcES parameters obtained in our study also are applicable in RP patients screening for retinal prosthesis implantation. First, the visual system of the cat is close to that of primates, so it is a suitable animal model for vision research. Second, the morphometric analyses in postmortem eyes have shown that approximately 80% of the inner retina neurons, which could be activated by TcES, in the macula and 40% in the extramacular regions, remain alive even in severe RP subjects. In addition, Xie et al. demonstrated that the retinotopic organization of primary visual cortex still is maintained in patients with retinal degeneration despite prolonged visual loss. Hence, our results in normal sighted cats may provide some indication for the use of TcES in patients with retinal degenerative disease. However, since several studies showed the neural remodeling induced by retinal degenerations, the efficient TcES parameters in our study should be adjusted carefully when directly translated into the clinical conditions.

In conclusion, spatiotemporal patterns of visual cortical responses during TcES were reported in this study. The response regions evoked by TcES through ERG-jet contact lens electrode were located mainly in cortical areas representing peripheral visual field. We demonstrated that the OIS response regions were accompanied by strong evoked field potentials. With the increase of TcES current intensity or pulse width, we noticed that the response regions extended gradually from the cortical areas representing peripheral visual field to the areas representing central visual field. The largest optical responses were acquired with the stimulus frequencies between 10 and 20 Hz. These results contributed to the comprehension of the neurophysiological underpinnings of prosthetic vision and also facilitated the application of retinal electrical stimulation using TcES.
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